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ABBREVIATIONS 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The scope of this deliverable is to report on the methods and results of practical tests of different 

approaches to road network analysis in one pilot area, in this case the Slovenian pilot area. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The objective of this report is to test three generic methods of road network analysis. One was the 

raster-based approach, using the IDRISI Terrset raster GIS package. The other two approaches were 

vector-based, i.e., ESRI using ArcMap and QGIS tools, respectively. Both vector-based approaches 

contain network analyst extensions. The selected approaches are as generic as possible, so they 

may be considered as representative for a number of other raster- and vector-based tools that 

operate in a similar way. We tested the selected approaches on three different tasks: allocation of 

forest area to the nearest firefighting resource, determining the service area of a firefighting 

resource point (which is just the opposite task) and finding the least cost path from the vehicle 

waiting area / firefighting station to the fire. The report also contains a review of literature as well 

as a survey of the state-of-the-art of road network analysis in the FORCIP+ countries. 

2 State-of-the-art in network analysis 

 

2.1 Literature review 

The most developed fire-suppression systems are designed to be especially effective in the initial 

attack operations due to spatially distributed suppression resources, early fire-detection ability, and 

appropriate tactics and training for these events. Fires that escape initial attack may be much 

tougher to fight due to severe fire weather and substantial accumulations of fuels. The majority of 

fire-fighter fatalities have occurred on these types of (mega) fires, but it is still common for fire-

suppression agencies to commit a large amount of resources to fight these fires even though the 

probability of success is very low. In many cases fire managers continue to aggressively fight mega-

fires because of public perception and liability concerns. The first response plays an important role 

in forest firefighting management. The shorter the response time the smaller is the possibility that 

the fire spreads over large forest areas or into the urban areas. This is important especially in 

summer when the forests are dryer and the spreading of fires could be quicker. A special attention 

has been paid to the navigation for first responders to the fire location (Patriksson, 1994) in order 

to shorten the response time of firefighting units. Zhan and Noon (1998) examined 15 shortest path 

algorithms using a variety of real road networks. Based on the evaluation, a set of recommended 

algorithms for computing shortest paths on real road networks was identified. In the past the main 

objective was to navigate the firefighter vehicles through the shortest possible path from starting 

position to the fire location (Wang et al., 2014). This path was calculated based on the needed time 

to travel over certain path or needed length of this path. Howey (2011) applied cost surface analysis 

and the computation of least cost paths to study optimal movement. Dean (1997) used a Monte 
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Carlo approach to compare the solutions generated by various strategies to optimal solutions 

created through a complete enumeration approach. It was found that branch evaluation was able 

to recreate routes similar to the actual road networks over 80% of the time. Wilson and Wiitala 

(2003) used a raster approach to solve the travel time problem for quick, real-time answers to be 

used in simulation modeling. Pinto and Keitt (2000) enhanced the traditional least-cost path 

approach by searching for multiple paths with comparable costs using two graph theory methods 

that extend the least-cost path approach. Douglas (1994) used the accumulated cost surface to find 

the fastest, shortest, least-cost, or least-impact routes, given a map of the area with its frictions, 

costs and impediments. Collischonn and Pilar (2000) devised a direction dependent least-cost-path 

algorithm using dynamic programming techniques adapted to solve problems on a raster structure. 

Yu et al. (2003) extended the least-cost path algorithms in a raster data format by including the 

considerations of spatial distances, anisotropic costs and the presence of barriers such as bridges 

and tunnels. Atkinsona et al (2005) applied multi-criteria evaluation and least cost path analysis to 

allow objective comparison of alternate scenarios for weighting the factors that determine the 

optimal route. The methodology was applied using different alternate scenarios. Optimal routing 

can be used in a multitude of settings. E.g., Mioc et al. (2008) present a Web GIS system for dynamic 

street network analysis in evacuation planning, which includes a flood monitoring and prediction 

system, a street network and flooding spatial data model, and an application for analysis of street 

network flooding in near-real time conditions. Later, with the development of GIS tools and theories 

of network analysis also other parameters were included into the calculation of shortest response 

time such as speed limit, slope of the road, directions, type of the road etc. (Geisberger, 2011). 

Recently even more complex factors have been taken into account such as modelling the 

movement of fire in time - moving obstacles (Wang in Zlatanova, 2016). Various decision methods 

are available to solve the questions of which area to allocate to each fire-fighting station, what is 

the optimum service area for each vehicle, what is the least cost path to the fire and calculating 

travel time (Wang, 2012; Huang and Wang, 2014). Bonazountas et al. (2007) developed an 

integrated decision support system for managing forest fire, providing a series of tools for the 

assessment of the propagation and combating of forest fires based on Arc/Info, ArcView, Arc Spatial 

Analyst, Arc Avenue, and Visual C++ technologies. Jin (2007) modeled the traffic as a dynamic 

system in order to solve the assignment problem. The central concept in his analysis of 

transportation networks is the user equilibrium in the context of mathematical programming. Wang 

et al. (2014) focused on route determination in the case of forest fires, and proposed a data model 

that supports finding paths among moving obstacles. This data model captures both static 

information, such as the type of the response team, the topology of the road network, and dynamic 

information, such as sensor information, changing availabilities of roads during disasters, and the 

position of the vehicle.  
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There are numerous available software tools for route optimization and navigation available on the 

market, while most GIS packages also offer to the user the possibility of combining different tools 

into processing chains, adapted to the specific needs. Which tool to use is a decision which depends 

on the user’s needs, knowledge of GIS, and on the available software and navigation hardware (GPS 

systems, computers, tablets).  

There is a number of GIS packages, offering a greater flexibility in what they can do, but requiring 

modest to in-depth knowledge of GIS operations. From the selection listed below we tested the 

first three packages (ArcMap, IDRISI, QGIS) in this FORCIP+ deliverable. 

 Network analyst tool in ESRI ArcMap - 

http://www.esri.com/software/ArcMap/extensions/networkanalyst  

 IDRISI raster GIS, a subset of TerrSet Geospatial Monitoring and Modeling Software - 

https://clarklabs.org/terrset/idrisi-gis/  

 QGIS tools and extensions - 

http://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/pyqgis_developer_cookbook/network_analysis.html  

 Route planner app built on top of ESRI Arcmap - https://github.com/Esri/route-planner-

csharp 

 QGIS Network analysis library (Dijkstra) - 

http://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/pyqgis_developer_cookbook/network_analysis.html  

 QGIS AequilibraE traffic assignment - http://www.aequilibrae.com/  

 QGIS Road graph plugin C++ plugin - 

http://docs.qgis.org/1.8/en/docs/user_manual/plugins/plugins_road_graph.html  

 QGIS Online Routing Mapper - https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/OnlineRoutingMapper/  

 QGIS Routes and Zones plugin - https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/raz/  

 QGIS Least Cost Path Plugin - 

https://docs.qgis.org/2.6/en/docs/user_manual/processing_algs/saga/grid_analysis/least

costpaths.html  

 QGIS Spatial Design Network Analysis - https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/sdna/  

 QGIS pgRouting - http://planet.qgis.org/planet/tag/pgrouting/  

 R package - https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gdistance/index.html 

 R, Python and C/C++ package - http://igraph.org/ 

 Google Maps - http://maps.google.com/ 

There are also several end-user ready-made systems available for different domains such as apps 

and tools listed below: 

 Navigator for ArcMap - http://www.esri.com/products/navigator  

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/extensions/networkanalyst
https://clarklabs.org/terrset/idrisi-gis/
http://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/pyqgis_developer_cookbook/network_analysis.html
https://github.com/Esri/route-planner-csharp
https://github.com/Esri/route-planner-csharp
http://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/pyqgis_developer_cookbook/network_analysis.html
http://www.aequilibrae.com/
http://docs.qgis.org/1.8/en/docs/user_manual/plugins/plugins_road_graph.html
https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/OnlineRoutingMapper/
https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/raz/
https://docs.qgis.org/2.6/en/docs/user_manual/processing_algs/saga/grid_analysis/leastcostpaths.html
https://docs.qgis.org/2.6/en/docs/user_manual/processing_algs/saga/grid_analysis/leastcostpaths.html
https://plugins.qgis.org/plugins/sdna/
http://planet.qgis.org/planet/tag/pgrouting/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gdistance/index.html
http://igraph.org/
http://maps.google.com/
http://www.esri.com/products/navigator
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 Mapotempo - https://www.mapotempo.com/en/ 

 Road Control - http://www.roadcontrol.eu/ 

 Loginext - http://www.loginextsolutions.com/ 

 Routific - https://routific.com/ 

 Viamente - https://www.viamente.com/ 

 Telogis - https://www.telogis.com/solutions/route 

 Waze traffic and navigation - https://www.waze.com/ 

2.2 State-of-the-art in FORCIP+ countries 

A survey was made among the countries participating in the FORCIP+ project as to what is the status 

of the network analysis both in practical use and in research.  

The following questions were put to each country: 

1. What good practices (GPSs) in terms of GIS-based decision support systems (DSSs) are 

implemented and operational in forest fire-fighting vehicle allocation and vehicle routing 

optimization at the national and the regional levels in your country? 

2. If possible, please provide SWOT analyses of these GPs/DSSs.¸ 

3. Possibly provide any documents in English about these GPs/DSSs. 

4. What input data are needed by these systems, i.e., list of input GIS data layers and their 

main features, such as spatial scale, raster/vector, raster resolution or vector topology, data 

attributes/fields, data attribute nomenclatures/classifications)? 

5. If possible, list the vehicle allocation and vehicle routing optimization algorithms / methods 

used in these systems. 

6. What are the platforms used (e.g., smartphone, tablet, PC, …) by these systems and what 

are the OSs (Android, IOS, MSWin, … )? 

7. List and describe the outputs of these systems. 

8. Describe the user interface and its main features? 

9. At what forest fire intervention stage and at what operational / hierarchical levels are these 

outputs used (e.g., forest fire policy, fire management, fire-fighting vehicle, individual fire-

fighter, describe if other)? 

10. Are these systems free / describe the costs? 

This chapter gives a summary of the state-of-the-art per country, in alphabetical order. Annex 1 

gives a table summarizing each answer by each country to each question. Annex 2 lists the complete 

answers by the countries, also containing the illustrations. 

https://www.mapotempo.com/en/
http://www.roadcontrol.eu/
http://www.loginextsolutions.com/
https://routific.com/
https://www.viamente.com/
https://www.telogis.com/solutions/route
https://www.waze.com/
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2.2.1 France 

Firefighters (for the fighting vehicles) and foresters (for the first intervention vehicles) use 

geolocation systems. Firefighters’ radio communication system allows GPS position data 

transmission. However, this location facility is not used in all provinces. 

 

Foresters have tested different systems:  

- One used analogic radio communication system to transmit positions data. The position 

was transmitted only when speaking on the radio (not a continuous tracking but when 

you need a position you ask for it) 

- One used specific GPS case transmitting data by GPRS. Continuous tracking was useful for 

the operational command center but the user in the vehicle could not see where he was 

- The last one has been implemented in 2016. It uses tablets with an application showing 

the real-time position on specific maps to the user in the vehicle and transmitting position 

data by GPRS. 

In the operational command centers for firefighters and foresters, there is an application to 

visualize the positions of the different vehicles. This software is not a complete GIS with all the 

accurate functionalities but it uses maps coming from GIS. There is no navigation tool in the vehicle. 

The crew uses chart paper atlas or guidance by radio from the operational command center. In the 

operational command center there is no specific navigation tool but they can use “general public” 

tools (like google maps). Anyway the forest roads are not taken into account. Out of the operational 

system, foresters sometimes used GIS calculation of transit time to define the extension of patrol 

areas. 

The new application on tablets, which was implemented in 2016 enables: the real-time position of 

the vehicles on specific maps, history of the position and travel for feedback or analysis of the patrol 

sectors, detailed data for analysis of travel time. The application’s strengths are: the availability of 

the position data for the users in the vehicle, continuous tracking and the use of specific maps in 

the applications (in the vehicles and in the operational command center). The application is used at 

3 levels: In the vehicle in order to better know where it is and where the equipment is; in the 

operational command center to better know the position of all the vehicles and to send on a fire 

the right vehicle (the nearest or the one which will have the lowest travel time); out of the fire 

season to better organize the operational dispositive. 

 

 

http://sl.pons.com/prevod/angle%C5%A1%C4%8Dina-sloven%C5%A1%C4%8Dina/strength
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2.2.2 Greece 

Currently there are no operational GIS-based decision support systems in Greece for forest fire-

fighting vehicle allocation both at national and regional scale. Two particular DSS should however 

be reviewed and analysed: 

1. AEGIS: Wildfire Web Geographic Information System. The system has been developed and 

tested over 7 pilot areas in Greece. However, currently the system is not operationally used 

from any public service involved in fire management. AEGIS is a Web-GIS wildfire 

prevention and management platform (AEGIS) developed as an integrated and easy-to-use 

decision support tool to manage wildland fire hazards. AEGIS is implemented within a web 

- based interface that provides direct access to required spatial data fire behaviour 

prediction tools. The web platform uses ArcMap API for Silverlight that provides for 

integration of geographic analytical services (geo - processing) and data mapping 

(cartographic services), supported by a geographic server (ArcMap Server) and the Bing 

Maps web mapping service. The main outputs, information and functionalities provided by 

the AEGIS systems include: available fire management data (locations of the water tanks, 

pumping stations, fire hydrants etc.); dynamic tracking of the current position of the end-

user and adjustment of the background map; calculation of the shortest route between the 

current location and a different location specified by the user, based on the Bing Maps 

routing service; as well as the Drive Times and Closest Facilities tools. 

o The Drive Times tool enables the calculation of the areas that the user can access 

by driving a regular firefighting truck in 3 minutes, in 5 minutes and in 10 minutes, 

starting from the current location. Length and travel time for each road network 

segment has also been calculated, taking into consideration the road class and 

topographic slope.  

o The Closest Facilities category uses similar datasets and enables the calculation of 

the routes to the closest water tanks, pumping stations and fire hydrants, while 

each route is visualized by a different colour. 

2. The second DSS refers to an ongoing project aiming at national scale fire management and 

fire suppression. System is expected to be functional in 2017. The system will be mainly 

based on Geographic Information Systems procedures (GIS), will utilize spatial data, and in 

conjunction with smart techniques and algorithms it will process it and provide users with 

several information useful for estimating the forest fires risk, as well as for improved 

coordination of firefighting units, both before, during and after a forest fire event. The 

system will be based on the OptiRoute routing software that is designed for applications 

such as vehicle routing, mobile workforce optimization, driver scheduling, dynamic delivery 

route planning, real-time collection scheduling and home delivery routing. The vehicle 
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routing program is fast enough to automatically reschedule large operations in real-time, 

and is flexible enough to take account of detailed business rules and constraints. The 

OptiRoute.NET version is a Web based routing server based on an XML-RPC API. (Satways 

LTD) 

In the past in Greece a few (semi-)operationally GIS-DSS systems were developed as part of national 

and international research projects: Forest Fire Risk Management Information System – (FFRMIS), 

Automated Fire and Flood Hazard Protection System (AUTO-HAZARD PRO), Firementor; Virtual Fire 

(a precursor of the AEGIS platform). 

 

2.2.3 Italy 

 

Results of a survey made contacting several experts and technicians of Italian firefighting services, 

show that in Italy there are not organized GIS based DSS supporting firefighting activities specific 

for vehicle allocation and routing. Only experiences regarding aerial resources and firefighting 

activities management based on fire behaviour simulation are available (but these are not of 

interest for FORCIP+). Considering vehicle allocation and routing optimization only few experiences 

have been theoretically developed but never implemented in an Italian operational context. The 

most exhaustive one is described here, even if it has not been applied yet. For this reason a SWOT 

analysis has not been developed, being not useful for a theoretical DSS never tested on field. The 

best theoretical example of routing optimization for the Italian context is reported in Fiorucci et all, 

2004.  

In this approach, the territory is modelled as a graph with three types of nodes: fires, fire fight 

stations and transit nodes. Nodes are linked by arcs, representing primary and forest roads. In the 

cited publication routing algorithms and methods are reported (chapters 2.1 and 2.2) but never 

tested. For this reason, being the system only theoretical, it is not possible to report information 

regarding devices used, the outputs, the user interface features and the costs of the system. 

 

2.2.4  Slovenia 

 

There is no GIS based DSS supporting firefighting activities specific for vehicle allocation and routing 

in Slovenia. Nevertheless there are two GIS-based decision support systems, which could be 

potentially be used also in forest fire-fighting vehicle allocation and vehicle routing optimization. 

First is Gaea+ 3D-GIS system for the three-dimensional visualisation of geographic data, which is 
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used by The Administration for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief (ACPDR) and the second is Risk 

Management of Transport of Hazardous Substances on the Main Road Network – RMTHS. 

Gaea+ 3D-GIS system: The three-dimensional visualization environment Gaea+ enables a realistic 

survey of the terrain, allows the use of advanced tools and possible future upgrades. It is an 

essential emergency response tool. It helps emergency operators to act quickly and provides them 

with vital information when and where it is needed. In the end, all that matters is to save lives. The 

system enables:  Incident location (Location of the person in distress is presented on a detailed 3D 

photographic map in real time. Location awareness is thus substantially improved.); rescue units 

information (Rescue units in charge close to the caller location with vital contact information are 

located and presented. The operator gets the right information at the right time, fast and 

automatically.); potential danger identification (Potentially increased danger near the location of 

the accident is presented. For example hazardous infrastructure, sensitive environments, schools, 

nationally important infrastructure, etc.); vehicle tracking (GPS location of emergency vehicles is 

presented on a 3D map which enables operators to organize rescue operation faster and more 

efficiently. Furthermore, emergency vehicles can be equipped with a real time sync-able mobile 

application for 3D environment presentation and navigation.). 

Risk Management of Transport of Hazardous Substances on the Main Road Network – RMTHS (pilot 

project): For the purposes of planning and monitoring the transport of dangerous goods on road 

network an information system was created, based on existing data with regard to given calculation 

methodology and the online map displays the most relevant ("safest") route for the transport of 

dangerous goods from its origin to final destination. The calculation is based on the upgrading of 

traditional algorithms for finding the most suitable route from point A to point B, where in addition 

to the topological features and classic weights/ponders other parameters, criteria and rules that 

define the security services in accordance with the developed methodology, are considered. 

Information System aggregates and uses continuously updated traffic information, various roads/ 

traffic restrictions (route, road category, width, limitations of width, height and speed, axis load, 

etc.), "real-time" traffic data (current traffic density, road closures, traffic accidents ...). The 

information system operates interactively and in real time. In the planning phase of transport in 

addition to the most appropriate ("safest") route the system offers alternative routes in accordance 

with the selected criteria. The system enables data acquisition in real time and by this continuously 

checking the route, taking into account the current location of the vehicle and the changing 

situations on the roads. 
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2.2.5 Spain 

 

Province of Soria (Spain) has a very good developed GIS-based decision support system for forest 

fire prevention, control and monitoring, which is composed of numerous tools. From the FORCIP+ 

perspective the most interesting are: EMERCATO, Gismacyl and Network analyst. 

EMERCARTO is multi-task tool, which has been designed to support decision making processes 

during emergency situations like floods, fires, missing people or equipment. It has the ability to 

track all vehicles, other resources and people involved in the rescue action. The application was 

designed to work with Microsoft Silverlight and does not require any additional software. It needs 

the input signal from a mobile device. A very strong advantage of EMERCARTO is the high-

resolution graphics, with a number of operational and conversion functions. It calculates the area 

and distance, and zooms in and out, achieving high precision tracking along with recording the 

distance travelled. It can prove to be a very useful tool while analysing data after extinguishing a 

fire and has the ability to create a report with all data and pictures.  

Gismacyl is the tool for the tracking of vehicles. It is a telemetry and geolocation system based on 

a mapping web viewer on google maps that monitors the position of the vehicles. It needs the input 

signal from a device. The system allows selecting a specific locator, display it in the map, trace a 

path from this locator and keep a locations log. The Forest Service can track their vehicles with this 

system. The information shown comprises of the locator name, vehicle location, date and time and 

the information provided by google (place names, city names, roads, natural areas, and so on). 

Network analyst: time response and service areas. Using the forest roads inventory, a pilot test has 

been carried out by the Forest Service. The application provides fire truck services areas and fire 

truck time response cartography. The application requires the inventory roads and public roads. 

The pilot area for this test was the entire province of Soria. The data used for this purpose was the 

rural road inventory that the regional government had performed in this province and a layer of 

public roads from their own cartographic sources, as well as the waiting areas location. The 

software used was ArcMap 9 network analyst and it was performed by the Forest Service 

Cartography department of Soria. It has calculated the suppression trucks service areas. These 

trucks are located in waiting areas during the forest fire season, so it settled a series of polygons 

representing the area covered for each truck in the same time and has spotted those areas where 

it takes longer to reach with a fire truck. 

- For each point in the map the time required to reach until them from each waiting area 

was established. 

- It can allow planning a better distribution of waiting areas. 
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- It is immediately known what suppression truck must be sent to the forest fire. With this 

tool technicians decide who is going and how much time it is taking. 

In the map of fire trucks service areas each polygon represents the area covered for each truck in 

the same time. The functionality of this map is to let the technician decide which vehicle has to go 

to the fire depending on the location of the fire. In the map of fire trucks service time we can easily 

know which areas needs more time to reach them. It takes at least 60 minutes to reach the red 

ones, for example. This can lead to check alternative waiting area locations in order to see with 

which distribution the areas in red decrease. 

3 Methods 
 

The Slovenian pilot area was selected as the test case where three different generic methods were 

tested. One was the raster-based approach, using the IDRISI Terrset raster GIS package. The other 

two approaches were vector-based, i.e., ESRI using ArcMap and QGIS tools, respectively. Both 

vector-based approaches contain network analyst extensions. The raster based approach entails a 

complex combination of intermediate stages of processing, while the vector-based approaches 

make use of the integrated tools enabling a simpler interactive operation. The selected approaches 

are as generic as possible, so they may be considered as representative for a number of other 

raster- and vector-based tools that operate in a similar way. 

We tested the selected approaches on three different tasks: allocation of forest area to the nearest 

firefighting resource, determining the service area of a firefighting resource point (which is just the 

opposite task) and finding the least cost path from the vehicle waiting area / firefighting station to 

the fire. 

 

3.1 Description of the pilot area and the input data 

 

The Slovenian pilot area is situated in the south-western part of the country, on the border to Italy 

(Figure 1). The pilot area measures 152,500 ha. This is the only sub Mediterranean region of 

Slovenia and consequently it is noted for comparably higher frequency of forest fires than in other 

regions of the country. All the required GIS layers are available for the entire region, except for the 

skid trails, belonging to the FTC3 part of the road network. Only parts of the skid trails around the 

town of Sežana were available in digitized form at the time the tests described in this deliverable 

were conducted. We therefore decided to use a square subset of the pilot area around Sežana, 
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measuring 15 kilometres by 10 kilometres as the input data for testing (Figure 2). Another reason 

for this decision was the prohibitive computing costs with raster-based approach. The minimum 

bounding rectangle of the whole pilot area is 64.5 kilometres by 52.5 kilometres large, which in 

rasterized form at a 5 m resolution yields a raster GIS layer of 12,900 by 10,500 pixels. The 

computation of traveling costs with the raster-based approach would entail more than one day per 

one set of parameter values on an average personal computer for the entire Slovenian pilot area. 

 

Figure 1 The location of the Slovenian pilot area  
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Figure 2 The subset of the pilot area that was actually used for testing different network analysis approaches  

The following GIS data layers were used in testing: 

- The forest mask scaled 1:5,000 (by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food) and the 

lidar-based digital elevation model with 1 m horizontal resolution (by Geodetic Institute 

of Slovenia) (Figure 3) 

- Road network (public roads by Geodetic Authority and forest roads by Forestry Service) 

(Figure 4) 

- Firefighting resources (by Firefighters Association and by Forest Service) (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 3 Forest mask (by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food) and the lidar-based DEM with 1 m horizontal 
resolution (by Geodetic Institute of Slovenia) 
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Figure 4 Road network (public roads by Geodetic Authority and forest roads by Forestry Service) 

 

Figure 5 Firefighting resources (by Firefighters Association and by Forest Service) 
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3.2 Input data pre-processing 

3.2.1 Vector-based approach 

 

The basic input file for all route optimization calculations is the network dataset (graph or 

transportation network). The network is a system of interconnected elements divided on edges 

(lines) and vertices (connecting junctions, points), that represent all possible routes between 

selected locations. The informational part is the network dataset which includes certain 

information for each edge and vertex. The more detailed is the description of network the more 

precise are the predictions (navigation). The network dataset includes information on road 

directions (one-way or two-way), road category, speed limit, slope of the road, U turn, change in 

elevation, frequency, travel cost, hierarchy etc. 

For vector road data, the first important step in data preparation/pre-processing is to create a 

consistent road network database. The final road line shape file must consist of edges (roads) and 

vertices (junctions) (Figure 6). It is important that all duplicates are removed from the final file and 

that each edge is connected to a vertex. Additional it is important for the road file that for each 

change in the road category the edge is divided with a vertex.  

The first step in creating the road network is to merge different type of roads into one file (official 

road map and forest road map). Both files must contain identical dbf structure with attribute 

defining the road category. Those categories should be connected with the type of vehicle that 

could drive through the edge and if possible other road information (speed, slope, etc.). In ArcMap 

the merge tool, could be used and in QGIS the MMQGIS plugin (merge layers) (Figure 7). 

The next step is to build a network (graph) using create network in ArcMap or build graph in QGIS. 

For the graph the topography must be checked - all edges are connected through vertices and there 

are no disconnected or duplicate edges. ArcMap includes the tool “Find Disconnected Features in 

Geometric Network” which could be used for easier identification of disconnected edges. If the 

topography errors are found they should be removed through common GIS editing tools and after 

this the new graph should be created. In the final graph file all edges must contain the necessary 

information (road type, speed limit, etc.) and must be connected through vertices with other edges. 
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Figure 6 Structure of the road network (road – edge and junction – vertex) 

 

Figure 7 Flowchart for establishing of road network based on the line vector shape file 
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3.2.2 Raster-based approach 

For the raster-based approach the vector GIS layers of all the different road categories were first 

merged into one layer, attributing FTC classes corresponding to their road categories (Table 1). The 

FTC classes are consistent with D2.4 (Report of the methodology chosen. Ground for and objectives 

of the proposal), chapter 2.3 (Road classification). Subsequently the merged and reclassified road 

layer was rasterized at 5 m resolution, encoding the road pixels with the FTC class values (Table 1). 

Table 1 Attributing FTC classes to corresponding road categories 

Class value FTC Firefighting Traffic 
Capacity 

Road description 

1 FTC1 – high traffic capacity Public roads and forest roads 

2 FTC2 – medium traffic capacity Fire protecting roads 

3 FTC3 – low traffic capacity Skid trails 

0 FTC0 – no traffic capacity Bicycle paths etc. 

 

To enable both the vector-based and the raster-based processing all the point features (i.e., 

firefighting stations, hydrants) were moved to the nearest road segment using ESRI ArcMap NEAR 

function. In the case of the hydrants, only those originally closer than 10 m to a road were 

considered in further analysis. 

The horizontal resolution of the original lidar-based DEM was degraded from 1 m to 5 m, which is 

the resolution of all the raster (or rasterized) layers used in the analysis, because this is the graphical 

accuracy of the digitized road network. 

A relief slope raster layer was computed from the raster DEM, using the IDRISI SURFACE function. 

The forest mask was derived from the Map of Agricultural land use (by the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Food), assigning the original classes 1410, 1420, 1500, 1800 and 2000 to the Forest 

class and all other classes to the Non-forest class. 

Different average traveling speeds were assumed when calculating travel times, depending on the 

FTC class of the road segment and the vehicle used (Table 2). Optimally however, a separate analysis 

would be needed to estimate those speeds, preferably linked to each road segment. Methods to 

estimate real vehicle speeds were studied in detail by the French partner ONF in the FORCIP+ 

Deliverable D4.1.  

Based on the assumed speeds for each FTC class and each vehicle type the travel time of crossing 

one 5-meter pixel was calculated (Table 3). Specifically, for the raster-based approach Table 4 
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additionally assumes the off-road walking speed of the firefighters on foot. All these tables simplify 

further estimations of the total travel times to the fire. 

Table 2 Average traveling speeds assumed depending on the FTC class of the road segment and the vehicle type used 

Vehicle type 
Average travel speed [km/h] 

FTC1 FTC2 FTC3 

4x4 pick-up (e.g. Defender 
130) 

 

40 30 20 

4x4 light truck (e.g. 
Bremach T-Rex) 

 

30 20 10 

4x4 medium truck (e.g. 
Unimog U-5000) 

 

30 20 - 

4x4 heavy truck (e.g. MB 
2026) 

 

20 15 - 

6x6 heavy truck (e.g. MB 
3344) 

 

20 15 - 

Table 3 Travel time for vehicles across one 5-meter pixel in seconds per pixel 
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Vehicle type FTC1 FTC2 FTC3 

4x4 pick-up (e.g. Defender 130) 0.45 0.60 0.90 

4x4 light truck (e.g. Bremach T-Rex) 0.60 0.90 1.80 

4x4 medium truck (e.g. Unimog U-5000) 0.60 0.90  - 

4x4 heavy truck (e.g. MB 2026) 0.90 1.20  - 

6x6 heavy truck (e.g. MB 3344) 0.90 1.20  - 

 

Table 4 Off-road travel time for firefighters on foot in km/h and across one 5-meter pixel in seconds per pixel 

Relief slope 
Walking speed 
[km/h] 

Walking speed 
[s/5m-pixel] 

0º 5 3.6 

1º - 15º 2.5 7.2 

16º - 30º 1.25 14.4 

30º - 45º 0.625 28.8 

> 45º 0.3125 57.6 

 

 

Figure 8 Road network and relief slope vs. travel speed (walking speed for off-road) 

Next, a travel cost map is generated for each vehicle type, showing the travel time through each 

pixel for one specific vehicle type. The off-road pixels reflect firefighters’ walking speed (Figure 8). 
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This is performed by assigning to road pixels the values from Table 3 depending on their FTC classes. 

In IDRISI this is done using the ASSIGN function. Similarly, for the off-road areas the walking speed 

is assigned to each pixel from Table 4 depending on the relief slope at each pixel. Additional criteria 

could be used to assign travel speeds. For instance, in the off-road areas the vegetation type could 

be used: grassland would present less obstacle as a forest with dense undergrowth or even a 

Maquis shrubland. 

Then follows the most costly computational stage of the raster-approach, namely the calculation 

of the map of the cumulative cost of travel, i.e., time-to-destination map. This raster map shows a 

gradient increasing from one starting point (or alternatively from a set of starting points) to any 

other point in the map. In IDRISI this is usually calculated using the COSTGROW algorithm. There is 

also a much faster COSTPUSH algorithm available, which is not adapted to rasterized networks. 

Both functions are accessible from the COST function (Figure 9). The resulting map is shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9 Inputs to IDRISI COST function as used in the test 
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Figure 10 The map of cumulative cost of travel, i.e., time-to-destination map, showing traveling times from a set of 
four firefighting stations to any pixel in the area using a 6x6 heavy truck; the off-road pixels take into account also 

the firefighters’ walking speed 

3.3 Allocation of forest area to the nearest resource 

3.3.1 Vector-based approach 

We used all available junctions in the road network as the potential waiting positions. The best 

waiting position was assessed based on the historical fire events. 

In ESRI ArcMap the Location-allocation tool was used. Road junctions were set as facilities and 

historical fire events as demand points. The “maximize coverage” calculation was used to set the 

best waiting positions and the impedance cut off was set to 2 km. The procedure is illustrated in 

Figure 11. 

The highest impact on the resulting maps has the availability of input variables for road network 

database. Concerning the demand points instead of historical fire events also modelled fire 

prediction maps could be used. 

In QGIS the location-allocation could be performed only through the GRASS extension. The QGIS 

vector-based method was therefore not tested, however the process model is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Process flowchart for calculation of the best vehicle waiting positions using the vector-based approach 

3.3.2 Raster-based approach 

The basic raster layer for the computation of areas allocated to specific set of resource points (be 

it firefighting stations, waiting areas, hydrants, etc.) are the cost maps, showing the travel time 

through each pixel for each specific vehicle type, which were explained in chapter 3.2 and shown 

in Figure 8. The off-road pixels in these maps reflect the firefighters’ walking speed. The second 

piece of information needed for this analysis is the set of rasterized locations of the resource points. 

In IDRISI raster GIS the ALLOCATE function is used to the optimally allocated the forest areas to the 

resource points (Figure 12, Figure 13). 

 

Figure 12 Inputs to IDRISI ALLOCATE function as used in the test 
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Figure 13 Process workflow to optimally allocate forest areas to resource points as used in raster-based approach 

 

3.4 Determining the service area 

3.4.1 Vector-based approach 

Determining the service area is a matter of finding the closest fire station to a fire event, the closest 

water hydrant to a fire event or the closest hospital for potential casualties in fire event. These are 

all examples of the closest facility problems. 

Within the ESRI ArcMap the tool closest facility is available. When finding closest facilities, you can 

specify how many to find and whether the direction of travel is toward or away from them. This can 

be manipulated through Analysis settings in layer properties. Once you've found the closest 

facilities, you can display the best route to or from them, return the travel cost for each route, and 

display directions to each facility. Additionally, you can specify an impedance cut off beyond which 

Network Analyst should not search for a facility. 
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In QGIS there is no direct tool for closest facility problems, however the tool “Area of availability” 

could be used also in this sense.  

The details of the ESRI and WGIS process are shown in Figure 14. 

The most important input variable is the road network (graph) with the network dataset. For the 

test area the same road network as for route optimization was used. For each edge road length and 

road type (FTC 1-3) information was available. For the test data the closest facility tool was used to 

find nearest fire station and nearest water hydrant. For this the input data was also a point shape 

file of the fire stations and water hydrants. 

Other possible input data not included here are especially the characteristics of the routes and 

vertices. Those are important for the selection of the shortest route from the facility to the fire 

event. 

 

Figure 14 Process flowchart for calculation of the closest facility using the vector-based approach 

To calculate a service area (a region that encompasses all accessible locations) on a network 

requires finding all locations that lie within a specified impedance or cost distance. Accessibility can 

be measured in terms of travel time, distance, or any other impedance on the network. 
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Using the ESRI ArcMap Network Analyst one can find service areas around any location on a 

network, i.e., by identifying the accessible locations within selected distance or travel time from a 

starting point via the road network. 

To explore area of availabilities in QGIS the method dijkstra() of the QgsGraphAnalyzer class could 

be used. It is enough to compare the elements of the cost array with a predefined value. If cost [i] 

is less than or equal to a predefined value, then vertex i is inside the area of availability, otherwise 

it is outside. 

This process is illustrated in detail in Figure 15. 

Input variable in this case is the road network (graph) with network dataset. To calculate the service 

area the point shape file of fire stations and water hydrants was used. 

Other possible input data not included here could be the information on the characteristics of the 

routes and vertices. Those are important to give the real-time isochrones around the selected 

locations. 

 

Figure 15 Process flowchart for calculation of the service area using the vector-based approach 
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3.4.2 Raster-based approach 

The basic raster layer for the computation of service areas allocated to a specific set of resource 

points, e.g., firefighting stations, are the accumulated cost maps, showing the travel time in 1/100 

seconds from a particular resource point, i.e., firefighting station, to each pixel on the map (Figure 

16). Note the difference of map in Figure 16, showing traveling times from one specific firefighting 

station to any pixel in the area, compared to the map in Figure 10, where a set of four firefighting 

stations is used. These accumulated cost maps are computed in advance as the intermediate results 

during raster data pre-processing, as explained in chapter 3.2.2. In order to simplify further 

computation, these maps are turned from gradient maps travel times into maps of travel time 

classes, enabling the delineation of isochrones  lines (lines of equal travel time). This is done by 

using the RECLASS function, where we use the equal-interval reclassification, and the step is set to 

30,000 hundredths of a second, corresponding to 5 minute steps. 

 

Figure 16 The map of cumulative cost of travel, i.e., time-to-destination map, showing traveling times from one 
specific firefighting station to any pixel in the area; the off-road pixels take into account also the firefighters’ walking 

speed; note the difference from Figure 10, where a set of four firefighting stations is used. 
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Figure 17 Inputs to IDRISI RECLASS function as used in the test 

The next step is to intersect these 5-minutes isochrones areas with the forest mask, in order to get 

the amount of forest area per 5-minute isochrones allocated to a firefighting station (Figure 19). 

We do this using the IDRISI CROSSTAB function (Figure 18), using the “Full cross-tabulation table” 

option. In addition to the two intersected maps, in our specific case we also used a third map, the 

mask of Slovenia, because a part of the map falls into Italy. This RECLASS + CROSSTAB procedure is 

then repeated for all the resource points (be it firefighting stations, waiting areas, hydrants, etc.). 

The result of each iteration is a table of forest pixels within a 5-minutes isochrones area, which can 

be then converted to hectares and shown in a set of histograms to form the basis for selection of 

the optimal service area. We can select various criteria for this selection, but in our case we decided 

to maximize the area of forest, reached in the first 10 minutes (or alternatively, in the first 20 

minutes). As this analysis is repeated for each firefighting station (waiting area, hydrant, etc.) and 

for each vehicle type, it is easy then to decide where to have the stations for different types of 

vehicles. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 20. 

Another variation to this method was that instead of a forest area mask we used a gradient map of 

forest fire density, derived from historical fire data (Figure 19). Since the fire density map is a 

gradient map, not a binary mask, a simple intersection by CROSSTAB function cannot be used. 

Instead we used the IDRISI EXTRACT function, which computes the average predicted fire density 

within a 5-minute isochrones area, of course using the forest mask to remove non-forest densities 

from the averages. 
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Figure 18 Inputs to IDRISI CROSSTAB function as used in the test 

 

Figure 19 An intersection of forest mask and 5-minutes isochrones for one specific vehicle type and one specific 
firefighting station 
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Figure 20 An intersection of predicted fire danger and 5-minutes isochrones for one specific vehicle type and one 
specific firefighting station 

 

Figure 21 Process workflow to optimally allocate vehicles as used in raster-based approach  
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3.5 Least cost path and travel time 

3.5.1 Vector-based approach 

In the ArcMap Network analysis (Figure 22) there is the “New Route” command where one can 

calculate the routes between one or more locations. The simplest calculation is to consider only the 

locations and the shortest path (road segment) from start to end location (fire). The disadvantage 

of this procedure is that numerous other characteristics also influence the selection of the quickest 

response - the capacity of the roads, selection of firefighting vehicle etc. To simulate those 

influences we have categorized roads into three fire traffic capacity classes (FTCs) and we have 

calculated the area of higher historical fire density based on the past fire events. That information 

was used as a cone in which the fire could spread and consequently those roads are not safe to be 

used by firefighting vehicles. Road hierarchy is defined when creating the network – use of attribute 

FTC and defining the road type hierarchy (Figure 21). 

The most important input for the route optimization is the road network (graph) with network 

dataset. A bigger number of edge and vertex characteristics included into the dataset improve the 

accuracies of the calculation of shortest or fastest route. In our case only information on road length 

and road type (FTC 1-3) was available. Additionally, the selection of fastest/shortest route depends 

on the current status of the roads and infrastructure at specific time. The barriers or restrictions 

could be point information (closed road because of car accident), line information (closed section 

of the road (edge), due to road repair) or polygon barriers (closed area due to fire damage). 

The main vector input is road network with edges and vertices. The vector file must be supported 

with network database which describe the characteristics of the graph. In our case only road type 

was included. There are numerous other attributes that could be included to better describe the 

graph characteristics (directions, U-turns, speed limit, road quality, road barriers (road construction 

…)). 
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Figure 22 Definition of the road categories in ArcMAP 

The QGIS network analysis (Figure 22) library includes the basic tools to create graph from geodata, 

run graph analysis (currently only Dijsktra’s algorithm) and to use analysis results (visualization). 

From QGIS version 1.8 onwards the network analysis library was added to the QGIS core analysis 

library. The library can also be used directly from the Python language console. 

The simplest plugin to calculate the shortest path is the roadgraph plugin where it is possible to 

calculate the routes between two locations using the “shortest path” tool. A disadvantage of this 

tool is that one cannot take into the account the limitations on the roads (road type, vehicle type, 

speed limit …), therefore only calculation of the route only between two locations is possible. Using 

the pgRouting it is possible to calculate the routes between multiple locations. 
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Figure 23 Process flowchart for route optimization using the vector-based approach 

3.5.2 Raster-based approach 

Again, the basic raster layer for the computation of the least cost path from a specific resource 

point (be it firefighting stations, waiting areas, hydrants, etc.) are the accumulated cost maps, 

showing the travel time in 1/100 seconds from a particular resource point, e.g., firefighting station, 

to each pixel on the map (Figure 16). Note the difference of map in Figure 16, showing traveling 

times from one specific firefighting station to any pixel in the area, compared to the map in Figure 

10, where a set of four firefighting stations is used. These accumulated cost maps are computed in 

advance as the intermediate results during raster data pre-processing, as explained in chapter 3.2.2. 

For this analysis we also need the rasterized location of each resource point. In IDRISI raster GIS the 

PATHWAY function is used to the find the least cost path between two points (Figure 23). The least 

cost is expressed in minimum travel time, not in minimum distance. The PATHWAY option 

“Calculate multiple pathways” may be switched on if we want to find least cost paths from one 

resource point to multiple fires. 
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Figure 24 Inputs to IDRISI PATHWAY function as used in the test 

 

Figure 25 Process workflow to find the optimal path as used in raster-based approach 

After finding the optimal (least cost) path, also the travel time can be computed by summing the 

travel times through each pixel along the path. Again, this needs to be done separately for each 

type of vehicle. As shown in chapter 3.2.2 these per-pixel travel times are contained in the cost 

maps (Figure 8). We can compute travel times also to locations off the road network, since we are 
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using a raster-based approach, which gives travel speeds not only along the road network, but also 

across the off-road terrain (i.e., walking speeds). This can be done by using IDRISI EXTRACT function 

on two input maps (cost map and best path map) with the option “Total (sum)” switched on. 

4 Results 

4.1 Allocation of forest area to nearest resource 

4.1.1 Vector-based approach 

All road junctions in the test area were used as waiting locations and the historical fire events were 

used as demand points (Figure 26). From the 20 waiting locations it was possible to reach all 

historical fire events in the radius of 4 km from the waiting position. The biggest distance was 4 km 

and the shortest 40 m. 

 

Figure 26 Best waiting positions for first responders 

4.1.2 Raster-based approach 

With the given assumptions about parameter values (vehicle speeds and road FTC values) we get 

the area allocations to firefighting stations as shown in Figure 27. It is obvious that with assumed 

parameter values there are only negligible differences in service area borders between different 

vehicle types. Consequently, the best strategy would be to position all vehicle types at every 

firefighting station. 
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Figure 27 Service area allocations to the firefighting stations, depending on vehicle type 

4.2 Determining the service area 

4.2.1 Vector-based approach 

The service area was calculated for all fire stations located within the test area. The impedance 

break was set to 5 km. The Sežana fire station covers the largest area with 3,247 ha, followed by 

Povir (2,598 ha). Through restriction setting it is possible to activate the road hierarchy and by 

excluding forest roads the service area gets smaller (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28 Service area for impedance of 5,000 m (left for the pick-up truck and right for the heavy truck). 

4.2.2 Raster-based approach 

A set of charts was calculated presenting the area of forest that can be accessed from each 

firefighting station by each vehicle type in a certain time (Figure 29). A similar set of charts shows 

the number of predicted yearly forest that can be accessed from each firefighting station by each 

vehicle type in a certain time (Figure 30). By summarizing these results we can decide where to 

station different types of vehicles. To do this we selected the maximum area of forest accessed in 

the first 10 minutes or alternatively, in the first 20 minutes (Figure 31). 
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Figure 29 Forest area accessed vs. travel time per firefighting station and vehicle type 
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Figure 30 Number of predicted yearly forest fires accessed vs. travel time per firefighting station and vehicle type 
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Figure 31 A summary of the area of forest and predicted yearly number of fires that can be accessed from each 
firefighting station by each vehicle type in a certain time 

4.3 Least cost path and travel time 

4.3.1 Vector-based approach 

With the aim to test possibilities in route selection from fire station to potential forest fire event 

the Sežana area was used. The fire station is located near to the city (Figure 32) and a simulated fire 

was set on top of the hill called Zidovnik (575 m.a.s.l). The fastest route was selected for two types 

of vehicles. Light pick-up jeep which has no limitation concerning the road types and heavy truck 

(water cistern) which could be used only on high and medium traffic capacity roads. The shortest 

and fastest route for the pick-up was 4.5 km long (Figure 32– black dashed line). The walking 

distance from vehicle to forest fire was 50 meters. On the other hand, with the heavy truck there 

were two possibilities. The shortest route between fire station and vehicle parking position was 4.3 

km (Figure 32 – green dashed line), however because of different road categories the fastest route 
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was 4.6 km long (Figure 32– yellow line). For both possibilities, the walking distance between 

vehicle parking location and forest fire location remained 250 meters. 

Concerning the selection of the closest fire station the concept is the same as for route 

optimization. Just the calculated path is in the opposite direction. This tool is more useful when 

there are numerous cars and in the case of emergency we would like to find the nearest vehicles to 

the fire location or in the case of infrastructure the nearest five water hydrants. The optimal five 

hydrants were located in the nearest village called Merče. The shortest distance from fire to water 

hydrant was 1,079 meters and the longest 1,392 meters (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 32 Example for route optimization calculations for case study in Slovenia 
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Figure 33 Example for shortest route from fire event to five nearest water hydrants 

4.3.2 Raster-based approach 

The result of the least cost path analysis is shown for a simulated fire on top of a hill near the town 

od Sežana (Figure 34). Note that we were looking for the fastest route (given a vehicle type), not 

the shortest one. Also, the walking speed on the off-road terrain is taken into account. It is obvious 

that the optimal paths for the light pick-up dramatically differs from the path taken by a heavy 6x6 

truck. Also, the truck cannot came as close to the fire, since it is not adapted to driving on skid trails 

(FTC3). The walking distance from the truck stop is therefore much longer compared to pick-up. 

Such simulations are of consequence for operational fire management. 
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Figure 34 The result of the least cost path analysis is shown for a simulated fire on top of a hill near the town od 
Sežana 

5 Discussion and conclusions 
 

The Slovenian pilot area was selected as the test case where three different generic methods for 

the road network analysis were tested. One was the raster-based approach, using the IDRISI Terrset 

raster GIS package. The other two approaches were vector-based, i.e., ESRI using ArcMap and QGIS 

tools, respectively. Both vector-based approaches contain network analyst extensions. The raster 

based approach entails a complex combination of intermediate stages of processing, while the 

vector-based approaches make use of the integrated tools enabling a simpler interactive operation. 

The selected approaches are as generic as possible, so they may be considered as representative 

for a number of other raster- and vector-based tools that operate in a similar way.  

We tested the selected approaches on three different tasks: allocation of forest area to the nearest 

firefighting resource, determining the service area of a firefighting resource point (which is just the 

opposite task) and finding the least cost path from the vehicle waiting area / firefighting station to 

the fire. 

In the following we are going to consider both vector-based approaches (ESRI ArcMap and QGIS) as 

one group, and look for the differences between the two groups – the raster-based and the vector 

based approaches. 
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Most differences between the two groups derive from the data structure each one uses. While the 

vector data are better in capturing linear networks, such as roads with all their myriads of attributes, 

and point data, such as hydrants, the raster data on the other hand are better in representing 

gradients over areas, such as relief slope or amount of fuel. Consequently, the raster data have a 

simple structure, while vector data can encompass complex hierarchical databases and network 

graph structures. This reflected in the amount of time we spent in preparing the vector road data, 

which in Slovenia are publicly available, but are not topologically checked. For example, we had to 

remove double digitization, edit segments of skid trails not connected to forest roads, etc. On the 

other hand, all these shortcomings in the input data were hardly a problem for raster approaches. 

Only a rasterization of the shapefiles was needed and the road pixels were then attributed the FTC 

classes, according to the road category. 

However, after the initial data quality bottleneck is passed and the input data are ready, the 

complexity of the approaches turns around. It is much easier to use vector-based approach, 

because mostly the tools are fast, interactive and simple to use. Furthermore, the map rendering is 

easy and the results may be easily integrated into online applications, several of which are listed in 

at the end of chapter2.1. Based on our test we therefore conclude that the vector-based approach 

is more adapted to time-critical tasks such as managing ongoing forest fires, specifically the task of 

finding the least cost path and calculating the travel time to fire (ETA). 

On the other hand, the raster-based approach is methodologically complex, necessitates deeper 

knowledge of GIS analysis procedures and is computationally much more costly. E.g., some 

intermediate maps (specifically the accumulated cost maps, covering a 15 by 10 km area, rasterized 

at 5 m resolution) took several hours to process. However, it is important to emphasize that the 

raster-based approach facilitates use of gradient maps and therefore enables some analyses that 

are difficult on vector systems. It is quite possible to consider thematically and spatially detailed 

maps of forest and agricultural areas in the raster format, that became ubiquitous with the advent 

of advanced remote sensing techniques such as high resolution satellite imagery, hyperspectral 

imagery and 3-D LIDAR data acquisition. In our opinion the raster-based approach is therefore 

especially useful for long term planning tasks, such as allocation of forest area to the nearest 

firefighting resource, determining the service area of a firefighting resource point or finding best 

waiting areas where vehicles should be prepositioned during the fire season. 
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Annex I – Summary table of state-of-the-art per FORCIP+ country 
 

Country \ 
Question 

Implemented 
and 
operational 
good practices 
(GPSs) in terms 
of GIS-based 
decision 
support 
systems (DSSs)  
- routing 
optimization 

SWOT analyses of these 
GPs/DSSs 

documents in English 
about these GPs/DSSs 

list of input data 

list the 
vehicle 
allocation 
and vehicle 
routing 
optimization 
algorithms / 
methods 
used in these 
systems. 

the 
platforms 
used (e.g., 
smartphone, 
tablet, PC, …) 
by these 
systems and 
the OSs 
(Android, 
IOS, MSWin, 
… ) 

List and describe 
the outputs of 
these systems. 

Describe the user 
interface and its main 
features 

At what forest fire 
intervention stage and 
at what operational / 
hierarchical levels are 
these outputs used  

Are these systems free / 
describe the costs 
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SPAIN1 EMERCARTO 

Strengths    
vehicles and position 
(real time) control;                     
increases safety and 
helps the decision 
making;                                                                        
web application for 
visualisation of 
geographical 
information  
Weakness 
Proprietary software 
what implies lack of 
control when updating 
or when changes are 
required. 
Opportunities 
Firefighting suppression 
staff are used to 
working with this kind 
of tools. 
Threats 
Getting used to new 
interface and tools 

pdf document attached 

Emergencies 
management viewer.                      
Input signal from 
mobile device. 

/ 

PC – 
windows 
and specific 
device 
carried in 
vehicles. 

Display resources 
of a fire forest 
extinction; Display 
routes of mobile 
resources;                  
 Link Emercarto 
with google earth 

visualisation, mobile 
tracking, resources 
management module, 
emergencies 
management module, 
remote configuration 
for devices 

fire prevention, control 
and monitoring, 
managed in the 
Provincial Command 
Centre 

Proprietary software. 
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SPAIN2 Gismacyl   / 
 Input signal from 
device. 

/ 
PC - windows 
with internet 
connection 

Tracking of the 
vehicles.  It is a 
telemetry system 
and geolocation 
based on a 
mapping web 
viewer on google 
maps that monitors 
the position of the 
vehicles. 

  

fire prevention, control 
and monitoring, 
managed in the 
Provincial Command 
Centre 

Proprietary software. 
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SPAIN3 
Network 
analyst (pilot 
test) 

Strengths 
Forest road inventory 
usefulness confirmed to 
these types of studies 
Weakness 
It is just a pilot test 
Opportunities 
It is an open door to 
new tools and studies  
Threats 
Do not get a extended 
use of this tool in the 
forest service office 

http://help.ArcMap.co
m/es/ArcMapdesktop/
10.0/pdf/tutorial_netw
ork_analyst.pdf 

Inventory roads   
public roads 
connections: 
Junctions, tunnels 
and bridges 
Barriers 
Fire suppression 
trucks locations 

ArcMap 9.3 
network 
analyst 
algorithms. 

PC  - 
Windows/Ot
her. 

Fire trucks services 
areas and fire 
trucks time 
response 
cartography: 

ArcMap 9.3 

fire prevention, control 
and monitoring, 
managed in the 
Provincial Command 
Centre 

Proprietary software. 
Esri. 
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FRANCE1 

application on 
tablets 
showing the 
real-time 
position on 
specific maps 
to the user in 
the vehicle and 
transmitting 
position data 
by GPRS 

Strengths 
In the new system 
implemented by 
foresters: the 
availability of the 
position data for the 
users in the vehicle 
Continuous tracking 
Use of specific maps in 
the applications (in the 
vehicles and in the 
operational command 
centre) 
Other use of the tablet 
(for example daily 
report application) 
Weaknesses 
Transmission by GPRS is 
dependent of the 
covering by the 3G 
access provider. 
Other use of the tablet 
(for leisure purpose 
instead of working) 
Lack of real-time transit 
time analysis 
Opportunities 
Experimentation for 
creating a navigation 
system using forest 
roads 
Experimentation for 
reading the position 
data directly in a real 
GIS 
Threats 
Interoperability of the 

/ 

Cartographic 
background (raster) :  
“general public” 
maps (goggle map, 
google terrain, 
openstreet map)  
topographic map 
from IGN at the 
precision scale of 
1/100000 (named 
“scan100®”) or 
1/25000 (named 
“scan25®) 
orthophoto 
- Administrative 
layers : province, 
communities… 
(vector polygon) 
- Patrols sectors 
(vector polygon) 
- Area of application 
of the 
reglementation 
(vector polygon) 
- Technical layers :  
o Forest roads (vector 
line) with their name 
and category 
o Hydrants (vector 
point) with their 
nature (fire post, 
tank, reservoir…), 
name, capacity, 
specificity (for 
example adapted or 
not to helicopters…) 
o Punctual elements 

No 
algorithm, 
everything is 
made by the 
expertise of 
the people in 
the 
operational 
command 
centres 
looking at 
the map. 

The 
application 
in the vehicle 
is hosted by 
tablets 
(SAMSUNG 
GALAXY TAB 
ACTIVE 8’’) 
running 
Android 5.1. 
The 
application 
for 
visualization 
is entirely 
web 
accessed, 
there is a 
complete 
version for 
PC and a 
lighter 
version for 
smartphone. 

Real-time position 
of the vehicles on 
specific maps 
Historic of the 
position and travel 
for feedback or 
analysis of the 
patrol sectors  
Detailed data for 
analysis of travel 
time  

Visualization 
application (for 
operational command 
center) : View of the 
position on maps at 
different scales with 
different layers or on 
list; 
View of the historic of 
the position and travel; 
Application on tablets : 
Visualization of the 
position on specific 
maps at different scales 
with different layers 
Possibility of getting 
information on some 
points 
Possibility to send 
status 

 
- In the vehicle in order 
to better know where it 
is and where the 
equipment are 
- In the operational 
command centre to 
better know the 
position of all the 
vehicles and to send on 
a fire the right vehicle 
(the nearest or the one 
which will have the 
lowest travel time) 
- Out of the fire season 
to better organize the 
operational dispositive  

Tablets + accessories : 
about 500 euros each 
Software (in the tablets 
and in the operational 
centre) : about 40 000 
euros 
Annual maintenance : 
1350 + 40 euros/tablet 
For the software the 
price includes a lighter 
version (some of the 
functionalities in 
particular on the choice 
of specific 
cartographies are not 
available) which is free 
of charge and that we 
are allowed to 
disseminate widely to 
all our partners.  
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different systems ? 
Devices' compatibility 
with Galileo  

(vector point) such as 
barrier, turn area, 
cross area, black 
point… 
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ITALY1 

No organised 
GIS based DSS 
supporting 
firefighting 
activities 
specific for 
vehicle 
allocation and 
routing in Italy.                                                                                
real time 
optimal 
resource 
allocation in 
natural hazard 
management  - 
case study, not 
implemented 
in operational 
context 

/ 
http://www.iemss.org/i
emss2004/pdf/regional
/fiorreal.pdf 

The territory is 
modelled as a graph 
with three types of 
nodes: fires, fire fight 
stations and transit 
nodes, Nodes are 
linked by arcs, 
representing primary 
and forest roads. 

see: 
http://www.
iemss.org/ie
mss2004/pdf
/regional/fio
rreal.pdf 

DSS was 
never 
implemente
d in real 
operational 
activities, 
but it was 
only 
theoretically 
tested in 
different 
hypothetical 
scenarios. 

DSS was never 
implemented in 
real operational 
activities, but it was 
only theoretically 
tested in different 
hypothetical 
scenarios. 

DSS was never 
implemented in real 
operational activities, 
but it was only 
theoretically tested in 
different hypothetical 
scenarios. 

DSS was never 
implemented in real 
operational activities, 
but it was only 
theoretically tested in 
different hypothetical 
scenarios. 

not yet implemented 
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SLOVENIA1 

No operational 
GIS-based 
decision 
support 
systems 
(routing 
optimization) 
in firefighting 
in Slovenia.                                                                      
Risk 
Management 
of Transport of 
Hazardous 
Substances on 
the Main Road 
Network – 
RMTHS (pilot 
project) 

/ 
http://transhaz.projekti
.si/en/about-the-
project 

• road network with 
technical and other 
elements (width,    
radius, slope, 
category, drive 
direction…) 
•   traffic signalization 
(limit of speed, 
weight, height, 
restrictions for 
different kinds of 
vehicles…)                                                      
•   locations of 
sources and sinks of 
hazardous 
substances (SEVESO 
and IPPC),                                                                                                               
•   environment data 
(protected areas, 
water protection 
areas…),                                                                                           
•   demographic data 
(population density),  
•   other data (gas 
station, airports, 
ports…), 
•   real-time traffic 
density,                                                                                           
•   real time traffic 
events (road closures, 
traffic accidents…)  

• Dijkstra 
algorithm 
• Algorithm 
A* 

PC - windows 
with internet 
connection 

define the safest 
and alternative 
routes for 
transporting 
hazardous 
substances on the 
main road network                                                               
develop the 
methodology for 
monitoring and 
managing the 
transportation of 
hazardous 
substances on the 
main road network 
in real time with 
the hazard 
scenarios 
test the 
methodology for 
monitoring and 
managing the 
transportation of 
hazardous 
substances on the 
main road network 
with GIS in real 
time 

The system for 
monitoring and 
managing 
transportation of 
hazardous substances 
on the main road 
network, with an 
emphasis on planning 
the safest and 
alternative/substitute 
routes with regard to 
risk with the application 
of GIS technology in real 
time. The results will 
also be useful for other 
types of transportation 
on road network. 

monitoring and 
managing the 
transportation of 
hazardous substances 
on the main road 
network 

not yet implemented 
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SLOVENIA2 Gaea+ 3D GIS / / 

• ortophoto,                                                                                                               
• digital elevation 
model,                                                                 
• LIDAR,                                                                                                               
• infrastructure 
(roads, power lines, 
water supply 
network),    cadastres 
(land cadastre, 
buildings...)                                                                                             
protected areas 
(Natura 2000...),                                                                                           
• hydrants,                                                                                                          
• transformers 
(more than 100 
layers) 

/ 
iOS, Android, 
Windows 
Phone 

Incident location 
(Location of the 
person in distress is 
presented on a 
detailed 3D 
photographic map 
in real time. 
Location awareness 
is thus substantially 
improved.) 
Rescue units 
information 
(Rescue units in 
charge close to the 
caller location with 
vital contact 
information are 
located and 
presented. The 
operator gets the 
right information at 
the right time, fast 
and automatically.)                                                  
Potential danger 
identification 
(Potentially 
increased danger 
near the location of 
the accident is 
presented. For 
example hazardous 
infrastructure, 
sensitive 
environments, 
schools, nationally 
important 
infrastructure, etc.)                               

Faster and more 
reliable rescue 
operation guidance.                                   
Vitally important 
information right when 
and where it is needed.  
Better assessment of 
the emergency 
demands. 

intervention 
management 
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Vehicle tracking 
(GPS location of 
emergency vehicles 
is presented on a 
3D map which 
enables operators 
to organize rescue 
operation faster 
and more 
efficiently. 
Furthermore, 
emergency vehicles 
can be equipped 
with a real time 
sync-able mobile 
application for 3D 
environment 
presentation and 
navigation.) 
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GREECE1 

No operational 
GIS-based 
decision 
support 
systems in 
Greece for 
forest fire-
fighting vehicle 
allocation;                                                                  
AEGIS: Wildfire 
Web 
Geographic 
Information 
System - 7 pilot 
areas 

/ 

 
1. Athanasis N., 
Karagiannis F., 
Palaiologou P., 
Vasilakos C., and 
Kalabokidis K. 2015. 
AEGIS App: wildfire 
information 
management for 
Windows phone 
devices. Procedia 
Computer Science 
56:544-549. 
2. Kalabokidis K., 
Athanasis N., 
Palaiologou P., 
Vasilakos C., 
Karagiannis F. 2015. 
AEGIS App: Forest Fire 
Information 
Management for 
Windows Smartphones. 
In Proceedings of 2nd 
International 
Conference SafeChania 
2015: The Knowledge 
Triangle in the Civil 
Protection Service, 10-
12 June 2015, Chania, 
Greece. 6 p 
                                                     

1. geophysical, 
2. 
forestry/vegetation,  
3. fire history, 
4. administration, 
5. high-risk areas, 
6. networks and 
infrastructure, 
7. water sources,  
8. high protection 
9. sites, annotations,  
10. firefighting 
infrastructure, an 
11. raster data and 
maps 

ESRI 

The web 
platform 
uses ArcMap 
API for 
Silverlight 
that 
provides for 
integration 
of 
geographic 
analytical 
services (geo 
- processing) 
and data 
mapping 
(cartographi
c services), 
supported 
by a 
geographic 
server 
(ArcMap 
Server) and 
the Bing 
Maps web 
mapping 
service. The 
Silverlight 
application is 
hosted as an 
Internet 
Information 
Services (IIS) 
application. 

access to fire 
management data 
(locations of the 
water tanks, 
pumping stations, 
fire hydrants, 
RAWS, fire watch 
outlooks, fire 
vehicles on -duty, 
helipads, landfills, 
evacuation sites, 
gas stations, 
cultural 
monuments and 
the road network of 
the area)  
- re-calculate the 
current position of 
the end-user and 
re-centres the 
background map, 
-calculation of the 
shortest route 
between the 
current location 
and a different 
location specified 
by the user, based 
on the Bing Maps 
routing service 
- link to Drive Times 
and Closest 
Facilities tools.  

• The Drive Times tool 
enables the calculation 
of the areas that the 
user can access by 
driving a regular 
firefighting truck in 3 
minutes, in 5 minutes 
and in 10 minutes, 
starting from the 
current location. The 
road network has been 
categorized into 
different classes 
(highways, primary, 
secondary, forest, 
unpaved, agricultural 
and urban roads). 
Length and travel time 
for each road network 
segment has also been 
calculated, taking into 
consideration the road 
class and topographic 
slope.  
• The Closest Facilities 
category uses similar 
datasets and enables 
the calculation of the 
routes to the closest 
water tanks, pumping 
stations and fire 
hydrants, while each 
route is visualized by a 
different colour.  

fire management   
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GREECE2 

Digital Service 
for Fire Alert 
and 
Management -  
the system is 
expected to be 
functional by 
next year  

/ 

Satways LTD 2016. -
Simulation & 
Modellinghttp://www.s
atways.net/index.php?
option=com_ 
content&view=categor
y&layout=blog&id=53&
Itemid=91 

1. Geomorphology 
data (Terrain, 
geometry, slopes... 
2. Hydrological 
elements (rivers, 
streams, springs, 
lakes...) 
3. Geography 
elements-land use 
data (administrative 
boundaries, land-
use...) 
4. Infrastructure and 
points of cultural, 
social and 
environmental 
importance  
5. Roads (Inventory 
and mapping of roads 
national, rural, forest 
and agricultural roads 
and paths...) 
6. Fire protection 
infrastructure (water 
tanks, look-out 
towers, and other fire 
point of interest) 
7. Other Networks-
Infrastructure  
8. Vegetation data 
from both the photo-
interpretation of 
satellite images and 
on-site sampling and 
identification areas. 
9. Fuel elements 
based on vegetation 

/ 

The system 
will be built 
upon a Java 
Enterprise 
Edition. The 
system also 
uses a JBoss 
6.1 
Application 
Server and 
PostgreSQL 
9.3/PostGIS 
2.1 database 
system. 
Hardware 
components 
of the 
system 
include 
Aplicom A1 
MAX tracker 
(GPS+Glonas
s), Garmin 
nuvi 
2457LMT 
4.3-Inch 
Portable 
Vehicle GPS, 
Rugged 
Tablets with 
GPS, 3G 
(DurabookT
A10), 300 
handheld 
GPS/GPRS 
units 
(LaipacS911) 

The overall system 
will have the 
following outputs: 
• Organization 
management 
• Call 
announcement 
• Incident 
management 
• Enterprise 
Resource Planning 
• Resources 
Position 
Monitoring 
• Resource 
availability 
• Command 
Mission in Mobile 
Terminals 
• Alarm 
Management and 
Notification 
• Contact 
management 
• Operational 
Planning 
• Messaging Users 
• Production 
Reports and 
Statistics 
• Electronic 
Protocol 
• Imaging Flow 
Video 
• Imaging Floorplan 
Building 
Installations 

The system will be 
based on the OptiRoute 
routing software that is 
designed for 
applications such as 
vehicle routing, mobile 
workforce optimization, 
driver scheduling, 
dynamic delivery route 
planning, real-time 
collection scheduling 
and home delivery 
routing. The vehicle 
routing program is fast 
enough to 
automatically 
reschedule large 
operations in real-time, 
and is flexible enough to 
take account of detailed 
business rules and 
constraints. The 
OptiRoute .NET version 
is a Web based routing 
server based on an 
XML-RPC API. (Satways 
LTD) 

fire management   
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and site assessments 
to create the fuel 
maps characteristics 
(type, volume, etc.) 
to feed the fire 
simulation model. 
10. Human related 
environment and 
activities 
(settlements, 
administration 
buildings...) 
11. Meteorological 
data 

and 350 
smartphone
s with 
customized 
software 
(Figure 5). 

• Geocoding and 
Computation 
shortest route 
• Document 
management 
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GREECE3 

Forest Fire Risk 
Management 
Information 
System – 
(FFRMIS) 

/ 

Kanellopoulos, 2008, 
Addressing Forest Fire 
Application in the 
Prefecture of Corfu (IN 
GREEK).  ICT in the 
service of prevention 
and protection of the 
citizen a 
nd the ecosystems from 
fires. Evaluation and 
Prospects. Technical 
Chamber of Greece. 
http://library.tee.gr/dig
ital/m2310/m2310_con
tents.htm 

/ / 

The system 
was 
composed 
from 20 
Firefighting 
“vehicles” 
that have 
been 
equipped 
with a 
rugged 
tablet PC, 
GPS tracking 
and 
GPRS/WiFi 
Communicat
ion with 10 
of the above 
having 
attached 
meteorologi
cal 
equipment 
to provide 
real-time 
weather 
data to the 
FFRMIS. The 
system also 
included 6 
automatic 
Weather 
Stations 
around 
Corfu Island 
transmitting 
wirelessly 

2D & 3D navigation 
over Corfu Island;                                         
The navigation 
system could 
display the current 
front of the fire and 
of its estimated 
progress, in 
combination with 
the location of the 
firefighting 
vehicles, in real 
time.                      The 
system had an 
output option for 
fire outbreak risk 
estimation 
throughout the 
island and 
visualization on the 
map. Finally the 
system could 
provide the current 
location of any 
vehicle (moving or 
not) and the 
collected weather 
data. 

The main features of 
the system included 
firefighting vehicles 
fleet monitoring in real 
time, using a wireless 
GPRS network, 
reception of 
meteorological 
measurements in real 
time, from stationary 
and mobile weather 
stations and 
quantification of fire 
risk breaking out in real 
time, anywhere in the 
region of interest.  

fire management   
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real-time 
data to the 
FFRMIS, 2 
servers in 
cluster to 
run the 
application 
of the 
FFRMIS and 
broadcast it 
over the web 
and a 
wireless 
network 
GPRS / WiFi 
to support all 
communicati
ons 
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GREECE4 

Automated 
Fire and Flood 
Hazard 
Protection 
System (AUTO-
HAZARD PRO) 

/ 

Kalabokidis K. 2004. 
Automated forest fire 
and flood hazard 
protection system. 
Disaster management: 
linking people and the 
environment. 
GeoInformatics Mag 
7(2):14–17 

/ ESRI   

An assessment of 
average fire truck 
effectiveness, 
expressed through 
the fire perimeter 
extinction rate per 
hour, under the 
existing fire, 
topography, and 
road conditions.  
 An estimate of the 
number of fire 
trucks needed to 
control the fire 
without aerial 
support.  
 An assessment if 
the fire can be 
extinguished by the 
ground means in 
the vicinity of the 
fire and the length 
of time needed for 
that. Further to 
this, the dispatcher 
is informed if aerial 
means that will be 
dispatched at the 
time of the analysis 
will get to the fire 
before it is 
extinguished by the 
ground forces in 
the vicinity of the 
fire performing 
initial attack.  
A set of potential 

the integration of real-
time and on-line 
wildland fire hazard 
management 
approaches into a GIS 
platform. The GIS 
platform evolved at a 
decision support system 
(DSS) that incorporated 
proactive planning, 
weather data 
management, a 
geographical data 
viewer, a priori risk 
forecasting and fire 
propagation modelling, 
automatic fire 
detection, optimal 
resource dispatching 
governed by the 
pertinent principles, 
and emergency 
management of real-
time fire episodes  

fire management   
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combinations of 
resources that can 
control the fire, in a 
pre-specified 
length of time 
(hours).  
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GREECE5 Firementor / 

Markatos, N., 
Vescoukis, V., 
Kiranoudis, C. T., 
Balatsos, P. 2007. 
Towards an integrated 
system for planning and 
decision support in 
forest fire 
management. In 
Proceedings of 4th 
International Wildland 
Fire Conference (10 p.). 

/ ESRI   

Real-time 
monitoring of the 
sensors network  
Early detection and 
visualization of fire 
propagation  
Forest Fire 
propagation 
simulation  
Risk assessment 
during panic 
evacuation  
Optimal spatial 
distribution of fire 
suppression 
services  
Fire suppression 
services optimal 
routing  
Rule-based 
knowledge 
representation  
Management of 
forest fire scenarios  

The optimization 
component related to 
resources allocation 
had the ability to 
determine the 
minimum number and 
the location of service 
vehicles, required to 
achieve full coverage of 
a given geographical 
area, in a way that some 
service vehicle should 
be able to reach any 
location in that area, at 
a minimum time. The 
Firementor software 
solved this optimization 
problem using 
advanced meta-
heuristic algorithms. 
The user determined 
the maximum distance 
that each vehicle should 
cover and the system 
calculated the number 
and the exact 
positioning of vehicles 
required to achieve the 
desired optimal 
coverage. Through the 
scenarios management 
functionality, the 
software allowed users 
to visualize the impact 
of a possible 
construction of a new 
road, or of the exclusive 

fire management   
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use of an existing one by 
the authorities, and 
save the results in a 
scenario.                                                            
Also taking as 
parameters the position 
of the local stations of 
fire brigade and 
emergency units, 
ambulances etc., as well 
as the fire front and 
other locations that are 
of significant interest 
for the civil protection, 
the Firementor 
software provided 
routing solutions for the 
vehicles to and from 
these locations. 
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GREECE6 

Virtual Fire                                                                    
(a precursor of 
the AEGIS 
platform) 

/ 

Kalabokidis, K., N. 
Athanasis, F. Gagliardi, 
F. Karayiannis, P. 
Palaiologou, S. 
Parastatidis, and C. 
Vasilakos. 2013. Virtual 
Fire: A web-based GIS 
platform for forest fire 
control. Ecological 
Informatics 16:62-69. 

/ ESRI 

Silverlight 
application, 
implemente
d by utilizing 
the ESRI 
ArcMap 
Application 
Programmin
g Interface 
(API) for 
Silverlight.  

The Virtual Fire 
Platform supported 
fleet tracking, GPS 
navigation, optimal 
routing and 
identification of 
closest routes to 
critical facilities. 

  fire management   

 

 


